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Mendoza, Phi Deltas, NROTC
Dominate Relay Track Meet
Mendoza in the Dorm League,
Phi Delta Theta of the frats, and
Navy ROTC among the independents captured league titles in the
annual intramural relay track
meet.
Scores were kept on an individual league basis, so it would be
impossible to determine an allschool champion. The fraternities,
however, recorded the winning
times and distances in each of the
six events.
Here are the event by event
league champs:
220 yard shuttle relay: Sigma
Chi (:26.5) Frat champ; NESEP,
Independent champ; Mendoza,
Dorm champ.
880 yd. relay: Sigma Chi
(bJ,2.0), NROTC, Mendoza.
440 yd. relay: Phi Delta Theta
After Arizona State defeated
New Mexico, 63-28 on Nov. 9,
Coach Frank Cush commented,
"We're like an eight cylinder
machine running on four cylinders."
George Frederick is one of two
captains for the UNM wrestling
team. The team competition be·
gins Dec. 2 in a meet with Colo·
rado State College at Johnson
Gym.

. George Frederick

( :50.4), Columbus AC, Mendoza.
Sprint Medley Relay: Phi Delta
Theta (1:47.6), CAC, Mendoza.

Final Point Totals:
FRATERNITY LEAGUE:
Meet
Phi Delta Theta
20
Sigma Chi
15
Pi Kappa Alpha
11
Alpha Tau Omega
7
Lambda Chi Alpha
1
INDEPENDENT LEAGUE
Met!t
17
NROTC
18
NESEP
10
Columbus A C
DORMS:
Meet
30
Mendoza
9
Pueblo

Total
190
170
152
134
102

:
Total

Cumulative Shot Put: Pi Kappa
Alpha (147'1"), NESEP, Mendoza.
Cumulative Football throw: Pi
Kappa Alpha (606'9"), NESEP,
Mendoza,
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Want Acls
FOR RENT
FOUR SEASONS APTS. 2 bdrm w/ Jlre
pb.ce. A~ Dee. L Call 242-0148.
FOR SALE
SPOKE WHEEL RUBCAPS (four) for
11'" wbeeL :Hall priee, llkl! new. Call
UU'iU alter 6 p.m.
68 RENAULT R-10, 17,926 actaal mlles,
AX-Fll-SW radio, .Ike new condition, ao35 mile! per ga)]on, excellent tire!. Have
CUIJIIlaD7 car, m~ oeiL Call :U~1261.
FOR SALE C01D11lete set Encyooledla Brit;.
~ 1167 Edition with 68 & 69 oupp!e.. __.,.,.. ,new). ;.,e.;G. caait~ Call aiier 6 p.m.
114%-8919 0 Z42-3701.
FOR SALE or LEASE Z bdm, hardwood
ftoorB. ll1mmt new ·carpeting; fireplaee,
niod:r Jandstaped, formal dining rm.
After 6 I>.tn. 206-3048. 4132 Marble NE.
Y.AVAJlA 250 Enduro motorbike und<!l'
2800 mL Good oondltlon, ha& never been
drfftft faBt. $650 or best olfl!l'. Call 24'1·
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~~[]!liquors
OPEN 24 HOURS
105 Central N.W. 247-8626

be punished if: 1) a woman was
found in a 1·oom other than the one
Staff Writer
she was signed into, 2) a woman was
Petitions are now circulating in
found in the dorm after visiting
the four men's dorms to establish a
hours or, 3) a woman in the dorm
regular visiting program for women.
wasn't signed in.
The program would allow male
dorm residents to take women up to
For a men's dorm to affect a
change in visiting rules, 85 per cent
their rooms and close the door.
of its residents must sign the petiWomen would have to be signed in
tion circulating in the individual
and out at the dorm's main desk.
The programs would operate in
hall.
the evening (from 7 p.m. to 11 or 12
After enough students have sign..'~
p.m.) once a week The program
ed the petition, it will go to E. J.
would be similiar to a 1·egularly
Smith, associate dean of students
scheduled evening dorm open house
and director of housing. If he apexcept that under present rules,
proves the petition, it is sent to the
dorm room doors have to be left open
Housing Committee for final apand women don't have to sign in or
proval.
Trial Basis
out.
Spot Checks
If a dorm's petition is approved by
Under new prov1s1ons, dorm adthe committee, the visiting program
visors could make spot checks on any
will be inaugurated in the dorm on a
room by knocking once at the door,
trial basis.
Simon and Garfunkel will perform in con- and then entering the room. InfracNot aU of the four dorm petitions
cert at the UNM Arena, Sunday, Nov. 24, at
Simort and
tions of the new rules would be dorm
are the same, but three are modeled
8 :15 p.m. Tickets arc from $4 to $5, with $1
Garfunkel
standards offenses. Students would
after a petition circulating in Corooff for students.
nado ball. Smitll said the Coronado
proposal "seems completely satisfac: ""
tory."
None of the voting results for the
petitions have yet reached Smith.
Vice President of Student Affairs
Harold Lavender, a member of the
housing committee, has seen none of
Smith closed the school last Wed- the petitions. He said, "I think I
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI}~Pres broadcast by closed-circuit televiwould favor a reasonable visitation
ident Robert R. Smith Tuesday urg- sion to four other campus locations. nesday after several incidents of plan."
After a brief delay, faculty mem- violence, including at least three
ed students and faculty to permit
reopening of San Francisco State bers voted to hold student-teacher police clashes with militants, white
conferences but refuse to carry out and black.
College today with police protection.
Inside Pages
l\1ajor Joseph Alioto, who offered
Some faculty members responded classroom instruction. They also
voted to reconvene at mid-morning to appoint an arbitrator last week,
by refusing to i11strnct classes.
Smith's plea came in a "state of today to consider proposals that became a target of the militants as Poor People's Camp ____ .. Pg. 4
the campus" message in which he would have Smith and his adminis- he emerged from Smith's office prior Constitution Study ........ Pg. 8,.
also proposed a 90-day cooling off h•ators discuss strike issues with to the president's campus address. A
period for all warring factions on minority leaders on the auditorium crowd of 150 swarmed around the Inequalities in Law .......... Pg. 3
stage "in full view of all of us."
(Continued on page 8)
the 18,000 student campus. The
l!'!ilTilli!I'IIIH:il:imiiliii:Will::i!i!il[i:llil[riT:Eii!:H:lllllll:!llm:mmwn:ml!l:mmm:mllllll:lmlll!i~
part
of
a
resolution
The
move
was
school was shut down six days ago
after a week of sporadic violence which declared educators could not Conditions Outlined
during a Black Student Union spon- function "with police patroling the
corridors" or conduct classes "with
sored strike.
any meaningfulness if dis1·uption by
More than 1,000 students and teadissatisfied students is a constant
chers jammed the college auditorithreat."
um for Smith's speech, which was
Union Director Kirby Krbec yes- budget, and that funds for the workterday outlined the three major man's compensation program and
points of a mid-year salary adjust- the salary adjustment were not in~
eluded in this year's budget. He said,
ment for most Union employees.
K1·bec said that effective Nov. 4, however, that with proper managethe minimum wage for staff employ- ment, the costs of the two programs
could be absorbed without raising
Miss Greer also said that the Al- ees, excluding student employees, the price of Union services or asking'<!\·
The program under which twelve
was boosted to $1.30 per hour. StuUNM education students are spend- buquerque center has used an undent employees will receive a mini- the university to subsidize the operabeusual
combination
of
policies,
ing a year as teaching interns at the
mum wage of $1.30 per hour effec- tion.·
cause
its
students
have
a
wide
varAlbuquerque Women's Job Corps
Krbec said that the need for guest
iety of educational, ethnic, and social tive Feb. 1.
Center was described Monday as a
Krbec added that a seven cents an rooms in the Union are being turned
"breakthrough in the stereotype of backgrounds. She complimented the
into offices for alumni groups conOEO on its willingness to use funds hour wage adjustment was applied cerned with gifts snd grants.
teacher training."
Miss Jane Greer, regional project for i n n o v a t i v e ptograms, even to all crafts and trade personnel,
Krbec said that because the occuwho are all custodians and mechanmanager of Women's Job Corps Cen- though some of them have failed.
pancy
rate of the guest rooms was
For example, students in the pro- ics in the Union building. He also
ter :for the Office of Economic Opporgram ~an complete a course at any said that almost all of the people low1 the people who would ordinarily
tunity (OEO), told a meeting of
stay at the Union would have no difteacher training administrators that time by passing the final test. Stu- worldng in the food services received ficulty finding accommodations close
dents in certain courses have a a seven cents a hour wage increase.
the Job Corps intern program is
Krbec said that this year the to the university in commercial
choice of learning in a groqp ~r
"much more exciting than the way I
Union is operating on a "break even" housing.
learning at their own rate.
was trained as a teacher.''
By STEVE LaPRADE

Students II i
Downtown for "' show
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Dragged down by exam cram?
Bugged by a roommate? Fed up
with dorm meals?
Escape from the ordinary.
Escape in an Olds CutlassS.
With a Rocket 350 V-8
your escape will be quick and
easy. And economical.
Or order it up with a consolemounted Hurst Shifter, and really
get in sync with what's happening.
Or better yet, go directly to the
head of the class with W-31
Force-Air Induction and
put everybody down.
Custom Sport Wheels, GT o::trin<>co
buckets-you caR get as far from
the ordinary as you care to go.
The main thing is to escape,
baby. And there's only one way
to go.
Cutlass S. The Escapemobile.

San Francisco State To Reopen;
Confusion Continuing on Campus

Union Wages Increase

Job Corp Teaching Internship
Called ~ducation Breakthrough

Strobe

LOST
LOST, No'l. 7, JSix mo. cilcr wblte & cara·
mel col<lt'e<l female kitten. Recent scar
on .bind paw. Reward. Call 842-5427
afterg p.m.
I'ERSONALS
PLA'YBOl' A NEWSWEEK. College subscription :rateiJ go up .TanUJir? 1, 1959 by
26'){,. The.F make excellent Chriatmail
ID& at. .llie Iowa- rates. To plaee order
slnlpJ:r go by American Bank of Com·
meree hi the Uni1>n.
SERVICES

to; Evel;on

3?f... ·;£:) ~·.·.·~····.··.·
r.·. ·.
i)YJ3
\lol· /;:lfll/; ~· ·

Total

Candlea, 1'a!>er Flowen. The BO TREE,
Z218 Centnll SE. 242·2018.

FRElil.--:u:mt-..,..-LESSO__:.NS

J. (i

174
166
100

'"'·

Puraes,

\'). ""

,I

Walkers
Canadian

"""

Leather

v" 0

Y2 Gallon

RONDA. S 90, exceiient condition. Useil 2
DICllllllls, trlal drive Is deslreil, 1200 mil...
Owned ll7 • t!meil. girl. $240. Ctill 24'1·
.
COMPLETE SET of cbbpper' pipes
(dttalned A tiPOWePt for Harley chopper.
Allo. Z pe 10I!8t set U!f for cho!fpers.
Selda 07 Batea and are nearll' new.
Pdce for IIIli aboVe, $50. Grant. 115 B
Har:n:rd SE.
POISON . RINGS, Tilla:ny t.amp•bades,
~

0
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Grid Watchers
Shrink at UNM
Attendance at Saturday's New
Mexico State game hit an all-time
low for University Stadium.
The attendance numbered 8,800
-a figure which hasn't been
equalled since the mid-fifties when
Zimmerman Field was the sight
of Lob(} football games.
In fact, local attendance at the
game was at such a minimum that
UNM students probably outnumbered city :fans.
One UNM dorm group deserves
a tip of the hat for its perserverence. The Mendoza grou~om
monly known as the :Maulers stayed at the game for the full
60 minutes, and never gave up as
Lobo supporters. If this group
doesn't receive the spirit trophy
then something must be wrong.
The fraternity groups, on the
other hand, left something to be
desired as far as support is concerned. They ·seemed to be the
first to leave as fans felt the
weather and Aggie strength was
too much for them to besr.

c

Cutlass S: ~·
the Escapemobile
from Oldsmobile

GM

Wood

ReadinB: Jmwnics. Your ean!PU.S repr.-

senlatm. proillilles that you')! bet read-

ing :ra.ter 'When· rou IC!ave than . when

JOU eame in. Nut Monday night In the
SIJll at 8:10, . _ 231 E),
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ROBERT BURTON
Editor~in-Chief

WAYNE CIDDIO
Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albvquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202

Bema

Tho New Mexico lobo Is published
daily every regular week .of the UQiversity year by tht! Board of Student Pl.lblications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM PriNting Plant with second
class postag~ paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $5
for the academic year.
The opinions oxpressed on the editorial
pages of The lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board 11f The lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
versify of New Mellito.

'--''
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Is the Campus Ministry
"The Burden of God?"

Bemo. $a tlllllolleited, signed guest edito1ial opinion, not neeessarlly relleeting the views of ""• I..obo.

et or a priest ask you: ''What is value system. There are those
~ .. .;es ...... --- ....._
the Burden of God?" you are to theologians, from the fathers of
answer: "You, you are the Bur- the church to some of the most
den of God, and I mean to be rid recent times (found variously in
of you! It is God who speaks'." the Roman, Anglican, Orthodox,
and Protestant variations of
(Jeremiah 23:33).
The good clergy of this com- Christianity), who assert the
pus, fulfilling their historical so- moral responsibility of the indi''Mr. Nixon and I have agreed on an orderly transition
cial role of disarming those who vidual to intervene to right wrong
have grievances, seem to have and correct injustice as his conof the South VietNam government as well!"
"And when ••. either a proph- broken communion with a newer science dictateil even if it inbreed of Christian cleric by repu- fringes on "the freedom" of
diating the traditions and exam- others. (It would seem in passing
ples of men like Fr. Camilo Tor- that our modern schoolmen have
res Restrepo, Fr. Blase Bonpane, eliminated the concept of license
The Fathers Berrigan, Rev. Mar- from their arsenal-perhaps betin Luther King, Jr., Rev. A. J. cause in the case of a few they
Muste, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the remember only too well the sanMilwaukee 14, and Catonsville guinary history of their own Ornine. How? By telling us in their der, the Preaching Friars, in that
collective sermon note to The Lo- celebration of tyranny, the Intop
editors
whom
he
considered
!JUisition).
fiseated when they see them in
By SUSIE SCHMIDT
bo:
We would pose the following
for
the
story.
responsible
print.
''To ask for the protection of a
College Press Service
At Purdue University the situ- society while you interrupt an· questions for our distinguished
At the University of Wisconsin
Although "freedom of the colpriests, friars, and ministers:
last
week, the Board of Regents ation is even more serious this other's right to participate in that
lege press" is touted almost uniAre you rejecting the Judeaweek.
Editorin·
chief
William
in a way with which you
versally on American campuses, a narrowly refrained from firing Smoot was removed from his po- society
Christian
concept of adult stewdisagree is contrary to the very
large number of student papers "Daily Cardinal" Editor Greg sition by the school's Vice-Presi- premise of the gospels."
ardship, and of the duties incumhave been censored or persecuted Graze a n d Managing Editor dent for Student Affairs, who
Like the disrupting our mini- bent on us all by virtue of that
this fall by administrators, advis- Steve Reiner because the paper claimed in his firing letter that war games on campus-{)r burn- stewardship, to protest acts in
ers and printers who don't like printed a story containing "unfit the "Exponent" had violated jour- ing draft fiims which make it and of a society which we believe
language.'' The story was a CPS
four-letter words.
nalistic codes and "offended the difficult for selective service per- to be intrinsically wrong? And
you limit our exercise of
In most cases their sin was not release on the SDS October Na- sensibilities of the public.''
sonnel to participate in our so- would
our
conscience
only to the actionwriting editorials judged obscene, tional Council meeting, quoting
The offensive item in this case ciety, or those who want to be
or even printing literary works from a member of the Up Against was a column critical of the uni- drafted to participate in that less realm? Is theologian Harvey
with four-letter words -but just the Wall I Motherfucker faction. versity president: "Regarding a function of society. The former, Cox in error when he writes:
"Man is summoned to make his
printing news stories containing The editorial board of the "Card- vicious rumor concerning Presi- the UN:M three, and the latter,
own decisions • . • to shove them
things their "keepers" didn't like. inal" was instead ordered to ap- dent Novde •• , let us set the re- the 14 and nine noted above.
F'""'' And in some cases the opposi- pear before the Regents this win- cord straight. Our president is not
"Contrary to the very premises off on someone else . • . is a
betrayal of his manhood ..• Proter•with
"a
policy
of
sanctions
to
tion, leveled superficially against
anal-retentive •• , he dumped on of the gospels"-that should be test, skepticism, anger, and even
prevent
further
incidents.''
"obscenity-," was obviously atthe students just last week," the some chore to prove your conten- insubordination can also be exThe entire "Cardinal" staff and column opened.
tempting to clamp down on stution, reverend sirs. Unless, of pressions of obedience to the gosdent editors for political or per- its Board of Control signed a
Although t h e administration course, you w1sh to claim for pel. Likewise the traits of obedifront-page letter to the :Regents, mandate provided that a new ed- yourselves some special "in" with
sonal reasons.
ence . . . and :forebearance can be
Two things have become clear calling the attack on the paper itor should be chosen by the Ex- the Holy Spirit in arriving at a expressions of sin'' (Introduction,
"only
a
beachhead
in
the
total
efthis :fall as this rash of censorponent's senior staff members, the proper and valid interpretation On Not Leaving It to the Snake;
ship spreads from small tightly fort by the regents to exert con- 15 members of the senior editorial of Scripture; unless the spirit and
1967).
controlled papers to large univer- trol over every aspect of the Uni- board said the paper's editorial premises of the gospels are some- Macmillan
Or
when
Cox goes on to desity dailies. The people who :run versity operation, student life and policy would be the same with ur how exclusive to you.
scribe the modern flesh and blood
In
fact,
as
you
well
know,
there
colleges are no longer so sure they faculty freedom.'' The staff also without Smoot.
is a whole current in all of Scrip- saint as a revolutionary and then
really want students independent- printed paragraphs from books
Problems
With
Printers
ture, and in Christian theology, singleEI out such saints, clergyly running their own newspapers, required by many of the UniverAt
a
number
of
schools,
the
pathat beal'S out a wholly different men, and theologians who died viand a great many> of academia's sity's English classes, including
olent deaths because they engaged
per's
problem
has
been
not
the
ad"forward-looking" adults may be Shakespeare, James Joyce and
in violent or planned violent acable to take their students' radical Norman Mailer, which contain ministration but its printer. At we choose to print!' He objected tion against duly elected authoripolitics, but they still have a May- language more obscene than that New York City's Hunter College, to a Liberation News Service arti- ties: Dietrich Bonhoeffer and Ca:for -example, the job printer who cle on "The Myth of Vaginal Oror-Daley-like obsession with ob- in the news story.
handles many of the city's small gasm" and a cartoon about LBJ milo Torres 1 Has he los tthe prescenity.
mises of the gospel and fallen into
Editor's Salary
college papers refused to print and the "credibility gap."
Four-Letter Words
heresy1 when he so departs :from
the
"Envoy's"
first
edition
this
Less than a week later, the
Refusal Threatens Loss
your
code towards an ethic of
'~ Four-letter words, long comHis refusal to print nearly deMichigan State UniverBity "State fall because a story about the Chimonplace in youthful vocabu- News'' printed a story about the cago Democratic convention con- stroyed the small paper financial- disruption-enough that we might
laries, and adult as weU, has sent Wisconsin controversy, quoting tained a four-letter word. The pa- ly, since he owned the only offset even, without stretching the imfind him classifying
countless printers of college pa- from the CPS story and from the per got another printer.
press in Putney and if even one agination,
certain
forms
of tolerence as ex·
pers into such rage that they cen- "Cardinal's" literS.!"/ selections.
In Putney, Vt., last week, tha issue of the paper were cancelled
sor the copy, refuse to print the The paper's adviser (or general printer of the "Lion's Roar" had the loss in advertising revenue pressions of sin?
In fact, Cox comes close to that
papers, even try to get schools to manager) claimed the editors had refused to print any more issues would have been a disaster.
when he grapples with the mon•
discipline editors. And .adminis- violated their contract with their on the paper. In a letter to the
Most of the trouble with printtrators, who don't mind hearing printer. Since he had no power to president of Windham College, ers comes from small jobbers who strosity of Nazi war crimes. And,
the words spoken and know as fire the staff, but does control the which publishes the paper, the edit all the copy their t)'pesetters again, as an aside, let's recall
well as anyone else that they are paper's funds, the adviser, Louis printer said the "Lion's Roar'' set and have set themselves up as that just a year ago during the
Dow demonstrations we vividly
fixtures of the language, try to
was "not the type of publication protectors o:f decency in the print• remember Fr. Crews claiming
Berman,
cut
the
salaries
o£
three
fire editors and ha.ve papers coned word.
that the right of dissent, and o£
Lou Sokall, manager of Alert free choice guaranteed at NuremPrinting Company in New York burg included the right to join the
City, which handles 20 local stli• Nazi SS--to be a war criminal.
Grant
Harvey
NEWS EDITOR
dent papers, said it all: "Some·
Well then, i£ Crews is cons is·
Sarah laidlaw
CAMPUS EDITOR
where down along the line some~ tent in the application of his view
body has to say something about -the right in a house of learning
FEATURE EDITOR
I'm just trying to do some· to learn to make war~why must
smut.
Grace.
Arnett
WIRE EDITOR
thing
to protect those nice people he pass from dissent to the tyrScott Sandlin
NIGHT EDITOR
who still cringe when they see the anny that could deny to others
George Compbell, Gay Cook, Joy Hart, Steve LaPrade,
words in print."
the :right to follow their conscien•
STAFF WRITERS
It's all very reminiscent of ces outside 1'the law'' in order to
Pat McCraw, John Miloglav, Anne O'Brien, Shannon
:Mayor Daley, yelling at Connecti~ prevent what to them is a grave
Robinson, Scott SMdlin, Sandra Schauer, Susan Smith
cut Senator Ribicoff to "go fuck immorality? Your dissent and
Susan Craig
himself" on the floor of the Demo• tyranny are NOT a one way
cratie convention, and then C(lm• street!
Algiers,
St~m
Hepford,
Pat
Trujillo
Mike
CARTOONISTS
plaining piously about demon~
Are you, sirs, replacing the
Bob
lager
Tony
Louderbough,
strators outside bad ·mouthing tradition of stewardship with the
PHOTOGRAPHERS
cops.
Campus Circulation-Grant Harvey
Calvinist ethic of personal irre•
sponsibility towards our fellow
Richard Pfaff
BUSINESS SUPERVISOR
men, and with its secular con•
Richard McDonold
comitant, the tyranny o£ the one•
ADVERTISING MANAGER
dimensional "Society: the sloth and
David
Baldridge,
Chuck
Ramsey,
Chuck
Reynolds
SALES REPRESENTAliVES
unconcern of the individual to·
Grant Harvey
wards the illicit acts of the state
CAMPUS CIRCULATION
and of those who carey out such
David Baker
MAILING
acts?

-

.

Editor's Note-The fo1lowing is
first of a two-part guest editorial
in response to a letter to The
Lobo signed by most of the members of the campus ministry.
Parl Two follows tomorrow.)
By MARTHA ROTHENBERG
and JAMES KENNEDY

.Obscenity rNot Only Reason'
For Censoring College Papers

STAFF

Patronize
lobo Advertizers

~embers of the UNM Law School Moot Court team will advance to
national moot court competition in New York City next month. Pictured from left to right are team members Charles Daniels Charles
Pharris, and William Williams.
'

Moot Court

Kanowitz Says

Win Mock Trial
The UNM Law School Moot
Court team won the Regional
Moot Court competition for the
first time in 11 years Saturday,
in Cheyenne, Wyo.
Charles W. Daniels, William C.
Williams Jr., and Charles A.
Pharris, all third year UNM law
students, participated in the regional contest against the Universities of Wyoming, Arizona,
and Colorado.
UNM defeated the University
of Colorado team, winners for the
past· five years, in the first round
of competition and the University
of Wyoming in the second round.
The brief presented involved
the reviewability of a military
command ordering a draftee to
fight in Viet Nam.
The key legal issues in the case
were: whether or not the soldier
has the standing to raise these
arguments; and whether it is

within the province of the court
to review the acts of the other
two branches of the government
(executive and legislative).
A mock trial in which a conscientious objector was prosecuted by one team and defended by
the other was the format followed
in arguing the cases.

"Great for Children, .'c:'s~
Too"
-

BENJ. SPOCK

see
·STAR SPANGLED
GIRL

RENT A Tux FRoM

Law Contains 'Inequalities'
Awareness of existing inequalities in law for women will inevitably result in the re-examination
of male-female roles in all aspects, said Professor Leo Kanowitz of the UNM School of Law.
Speaking :Monday night in the
Union theater, Kanowitz said,
"The inequality of the law enforcement in our legal system
lends its support to the perpetuation of the difference between the
sexes.' 1
Property Regulations
Kanowitz cited an example of
this in the New Mexico community property regulations in which
a woman's property automatically
becomes hor husband's if she dies
first. Unlike her spouse, he said,
she does not have the privilege of
willing her belongings to anyone
she chooses. "This law reeks with
injustice," he added.
The "Unwritten Law Defense,"
a statute which applies to criminal cases, does not apply equally
to women 1 Kanowitz said.
If, for example, a husband finds
another man having sexual intercourse with his wife, he may kill
the man without penalty. However, the reverse situation would
not, Kanowitz said, entitle the
wife to kill another woman having illicit sexual relations with
her husband. "This is an example," he added, "of how the law

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

reflects social mores, perpetuates,
and agitates them.''
On Verge of Change
"We are on the verge of
change," the law professor ·said.
There are presently 10 commissions studying women's legal status, and the United Nations is
making an international investigation of the problem, he said.
Two developments on the legal
front indicated an attempt to correct inequalities on the basis of
sex, Kanowitz said. In 1963, the
Equal Pay Act prohibited wage
discrimination on the basis of
sex. Kanowitz said that Title VII
of the 1964 Civil Rights Act also
:forbids di-scrimination by sex. The
Equal Employment Opportunities
Commission, set up to implement
Title VII, said Kanowitz, reports
a third of its annual business involves sex discrimination.
Kanowitz said, ''Title VII does
not prohibit discrimination against women on the basis of
sex.''
Women's Organization
In 1966, states a pamphlet distributed during the lecture, the
National Organization for Women
(NOW) was formed to "bring
women into full participation in
the mainstream of American society, exercising all the privileges
and responsibilities thereof in
truly equal partnership with
men."
"This has been the first organization," Kanowitz said, "that has

watch for more on-

been in touch with the rank-andfile women."
"It is important," he said, "that
we primarily see each other as
members of the human race in
order to build a better society, a
better life, and a better world.''

MISTER TUX
2 Locations To
Serve You

•

3003 Central N.E.
(Near the Triangle)
2109 San Mateo N.E.

Keep Your Yule Cool;

-

~~NflLIPf.NW.

5tf11Ht1'• GAZEBO
ltf" 01.11 "''QWN

IMAGINATIVE
GIFTS; PR!CED
FOR STUDENTS

Start Your Shopping
at Workshop Originals.
Open 7 Days a Week,
and Evenings, Too
(7:00·9=30)

Popejoy
CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Present
The Sensational

The Difference"
It's important
to you.

FRIDAY, SATURDAY- Nov. 29, 30-8:15

The Glory of God
451'3 CENTRAL N.E.
256-9953

JOFFREY BALLET

Use Your Student ID!
Special Lunch Menu:
Everything Under $1.00!
Student Specials: Tues.-Thurs.
Regular With ID
Ravioli . .. . . . . . .. . . $1.50 $1.00
Spaghetti & Meat Balls $1.50 $1.00
Lasagne ........... $1.75 $1.25
NEW J-IOURS
Tues•.Sat. • ..•.•. 11:30 am-3:00am
Sun. . , •.•...•. 11:30 am·l:OD am
Mondays

StudentiD
Worth

50¢
on Special

!terns

Two Entirely Different Ptograms
Tickets- 6.50, 6.00, 5.50, 4.50, 3.50
Students with Activity Cal'ds- Y2 price
Fac./staff- $1.00 discount either performance
"This is one of the most stimulating and exciting
programs we have ever presented. You won't believe
youl' eyes. 1 st1:ongly recommend it."
W. J. Martin- Director- Popejoy Hall

•
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Poor People
Owe Money
For Clean-up
Of Campsite
•
•

....

: Th• fRANK CHEWIWIE
Quintet

MODI!:RN AND LATIN MUSIC
FOR SPECIAL. OCCASIONS

TeLEPHONE" :Z&D--42'37

ALBUQUERQUE, N,M,

WASHINGTON (UPI)-If the
Poor People's Campaign does not
take some action very soon toward. settling its $71,792 bill for
cleaning up Resurrection City,
the matter will be turned over to
the Justice Department for prosecution, an Interior Department
official said Monday,
Bernie Meyer, associate counsel
for the Interior Department, said
that an attorney for the campaign's organizers had acknowledged receiving the bill after the
encampment on the banks of the
Potomac River was shut down
June 24 after a nine-week protest
against poverty.
Meyer said the attorney, Frank
Reeves of Washington, was told
about two weeks ago that unless
there was some response "very
soon," the case would be turned
over to the Justice Department.
Reies Lopez Tijerina, coordina' tor for the Western Wing of the

Country Barn
Fried Chicken Special

"'~~~ '#~ Every Wednesday
.

l({ §

All Day

2 pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken
Golden Brown French Fries & Toast

ONLY49c
No Limit On Orders
Eat in our large dining room or take it home

Look for the Yell ow Roof
2400 Central SE across from campus
Extra parking in rear

Poor People's Campaign, indicat-.
ed that the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference (SOLO)
will respond to the Department
of Interior's demand.
E'mphasizing that the SpanishAmerican contingent did not live
in Resurrection City and would
not assume any responsibility toward settling the bill, Tijerina
said that it was the sole responsibility of the SCLC contingent to
settle the rna tter.
Asl~ed about the status of the
bill, Meyer said the Interior Department, which has jurisdiction
over the park land where Resurrection City was built, was not
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Committee Asks Overhaul
STANFORD, Calif. (CPS) A faculty-student committee has
recommended a vast overhaul· of
undergraduate education at Stanford University, an institution
usually regarded as one of the nation's most preGtigious, but also
one of the most traditional.
The recommendations emphasize independent study, small
classes, and changes in the academic calendar and the grading
system.
A preliminary summary of the
proposals released by the campus
newspaper, the Stanford Daily,
outlines these changes.
-Every entering freshman
would participate in a tutorial
program ir1 which the professor
would teach and advise no more
than 12 students. This would eliminate freshman English and western cilivilization courses, two
mainstays of undergraduate education on most campuses, as university - wide - requirements f o r
freshmen. The teaching resources
now used in these courses would
be shifted to the tutorials. Foreign
language and laboratory science
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You can't
et any closer.
Some men thinkihe only
way to get a good, close shave
is with a blade.
If that's what you think,
we'd like to tell you something
about the Norelco Tripleheader
Speedshaver®.
In a very independent
laboratory, we had some very
independent men shave one

side of their faces with a leading stainless steel blade, and
the other side with a new
Norelco Tripleheader.
The results showed the
Tripleheader shaved as close
or closer than the blade in 2
out of 3 shaves.
The Tripleheader has
three rotary blades inside new,
thin, Microgrooven• heads that
'float,' so it follows your face,
to shave you closer.

money, It holds the $5,000 bond
the poor people put up to pay for
ariy property damage they might
cause, and it collected $q,500 from
sales of materials it salvaged.
Construction of the encampment on the mall between the
Washington Monument and Lincoln Memorial was organized by
the Rev. Ralph David Abernathy,
who took over as head of the
SOLO after the assassination of
Martin Luther King.
It was not immediately known
if Abernathy would be named a
c!efendant in any suit the Justice
Department might file to force
payment of the bill.

Of Undergraduate Work

(

:(

necessarily demanding immediate
payment, But he said that it insisted on knowing whether the organize~·s of the protest we~·e planning to pay the bill or, if not, why
they considered it unjust.
The bill represents the amount
of money spent by the Interior
Department in tearing down and
removing the shanties erected by
the demonstrators, dismantling
the sanitary and electrical facilities, resodding the area and restoring it to its original condition.
The total bill was $71,792, but
the Interior Department already
has $10,590 of the poor people's

The Tripleheader has a
pop-up sideburn trimmer. A
handy,coiled cord.And a 1101
220 voltage selector.
It comes in both a Cord
and a Rechargeable model.
And it won't pull or nick

or cut.

Because it shaves your

courses would also be eliminated
as university-wide requirements,
although they might still be re·
quired by students' major departments.
No D's or F's
-The present A- B- G-D- F
grading system would be replaced
by a system under which students
would receive only an A, B, or C.
Students who fail courses would
simply not get credit for that
course. A student could be flunked
out of the university only if he
were falling behind in the number of courses he was gaining
credit for. Because of its selective
admissions
policies, however,
Stanford loses only a few students each year for academic reasons.
-A one-week reading period
would be added prior to each
finals week. It would be free from
all classes and tests to allow the
students to review their work during the preceding weeks. Stan-

ford would also change from a
quarter to a semester system.
-A department could prescribe
only half a student's workload,
leaving the rest free for liberal
studies and independent work.
-All undergraduates would
have the option of designing their
own majors, subject to the approval of a faculty member and
the dean of undergraduate studies.
No Honors Requirements
-Two other recommendations
to encourage independent work
would permit up to 10 students in
each class to participate in an
honors program free of all course
requirements and establish a gen·
eral education college to offer a
common one-year program for no
more than 75 students.
The report, first of 10 to be released this fall by the Study of
Education at Stanford, will be
considered by the faculty later
this month.

New Y ark Weekly Paper
Described as Muckraker
"Mayday is the name of a fourpage weekly tabloid which em·
phasizes muckraking and radical
politics," said John· Leo in a recent New York Times article.
Editors of Mayday are Andrew
Kopkind and .James Ridgeway,

"Neil Simon writes
very ftmny plays"
~KosYGlN

see
STAR SPANGLED
GIRL

former reporters for The New
Republic, and Robert Sherrill, correspondent for The Nation and
author of two biting biographies
of President Johnson.
The title, says Kopkind, is a
"triple pun that we hope will appeal to different constituencies.
It's going to be an example of
'advocate journalism,' an assertive, muckraking analytical weekly."
The editors hope the publication will reflect their editorial approach: "no gimmickry, cant or
phoniness." The publication is
composed of one long article by
an editor or contributor plus a
column of blunt analysis of
American politics. One long article by an editor or contributor
plus a column of blunt analysis of
American politics will compose
the publication.

beard.
Not your face.
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NUMBER ONE RHYTHM &BLUES
CLUB WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI
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Did U know that U CAN CUM 2 LEO'S
LA ROC, and I is ten to the Romantic,
Enchqnting, Invigorating music of the
LOUIE WICKHAM TRIO- every evening
from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m., at the Afternoon
Club • • • • • & U know what? Your
Regular Bar Drink is only 25¢ for Ladies.
And • • • • 65-oz. Pitcher of Beer-97¢.
COME
SEE
US!
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By SUSAN SMITH
Staff Writer
Student lobbyists plan to support the maintenance of the present UNM tuition rate and the
lowering of the voting age to 18,
Stuart Licht, student lobby president; said last night.
Stating that there is a theoretical basis against raising the tuition, Licht cited the possibility of
a drop in enrollment of out-ofstate athletes if the tuition was
raised .
The group plans a publicity
campaign to interest students in
maintaining of the present tuition
rate through use of the press, radio, fliers, and posters. Petitions
will also be circulated.
Roger Ruth, a representative
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solicit support from the student
and adult communities relying
primarily on high school students
for the "footwork" involved.
When asked about the financial
status of the movement Ruth re·
plied, "I don't know at the present time."
Among the methods recom-

mended by a student lobbyist to
"exert p~·essure" were (1) investigating the possibility of a direct
tax on the students which would
be allocated directly to the student lobby, (2) mall presentations to gain support particularly
for maintaining tuition at its
present rate, and (3) correspondence with other university lobby
groups.
Other suggestions included lobby activity information fliers sent
to students' parents, tables set up
in the Union to inform students

Listen to

,.

.

"I cried at lot"
-H. H. H.
see

KUNM

STAR SPANGLED
GIRL

Makersaf
Indian Jewelry

Dr. Philip Akrigg, English professol· at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, B.C.,
will lecture on ''William Shakespeare and the History of England" Monday Nov. 25 at 8 p.m.
in the south ballroom of the Union.
A native of Calgary, Alberta,
Dr. Akrigg has been a professor
at the Canadian school since 1945
and has received several notable
awards for research. In 1946 he
was named a research fellow at
the Folger Shakespeare Library
in Washington, D.C., and has received grants for research from
the University of British Columbia and the Canada Council.
His two most 1·ecent books are
"Jacobean Pageant" or "The
Court of King James I," named
one of the best 10 books of the
year by the New York Times in
1962, and "Shakespeare and the
Earl of Southhampton," which
appeared in 1968.
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KUNM Premiers
Beatfes Release
The new Beatles album has
come to town and ICUNM is the
first in town to play it, said progl·am director Lance "W cody"
Woodworth yesterday.
The album will be available in
record stores this Friday for
about $11, said Woodworth.
Woodworth described the album
as, "all different kinds of songs
that are parodies of all the different types of music there are."
He said KUNM will be emphasizing the songs "Blackbird,"
"Back in the USSR," "Continuing
Stories of Bungalow Bi11," "Piggies," and "Reiter Skelter.''
"I pel'Sonally think that this is
the best album they have done,"
said Woodwort11.
The album has a plain white
cover with small, off-center letters
saying "The Beatles." It was recorded on the Beatles' Apple label, but is distributed by Capitol
Records.

Gentlemen!

i&u!!nr~ s E~g
Hair Styles for Men
5504 Central

As you contemplate one of the most important decisions of your life, we invite you to consider a
career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Here, you will find wide-open opportunities for professional growth
with a company that enjoys an enviable record of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace
technology.
We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give·them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, graduate-education opportunities.
Encourage them to push into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them reaching for a
little bit more responsibility than they can manage. Reward them well when they do manage it •

Get your
hal r styled
in accordonee witli
features, ballance, and dehair styling,
contour razor cutting, regular
barber services, private booths
lor coloring and tinting, hair
piece fitting, servicing, and hair
straightening.

One

some decisions are relativelY unimportant.
Where you out your engineering
talent to work is not.

S~

block east ol Son Mateo
on Central

And your decision is made easier, thanks to the wide range of talents required, Your degree can be a
B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY • MATERIALS
SCIENCE • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCIENCE • ENGINEERING
SCIENCE • ENGINEERING MECHANICS.
Consult your college placement officer-or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering Department,
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

u

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

DIVISION OF UNITI'D RRAI'T CORPORATION

EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

An EqUII Opportt.ill\hy Employ-If

For appointments, coil 255-0166
$19GSNorth American Philips Company,lne.,lOO East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017 .

...

of lobby events, and full page announcements of lobby activities in
The Lobo.
Pending Student Senate approval, the Student Lobby will officially be known as 'l'he Office of
State Legislative Relations.

Author To Talk
On Shakespeare
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from the student New Mexico Education Association, discussed the
campaign planned fo1• central
New Mexico to lower the voting
age to 18. The first organizational
meeting will be held Thursday,
7:30 p.m., in Rm. 250-C of the
Union.
Ruth said the group plans to
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Student Lobby Opposes Tuition Hike
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Bozich Leads Cougars

The UNM Lobos and Brigham
Young Cougars are preparing for
this weekend's Western Athletic
Conference football tilt at University Stadium. When the Cougars invade Albuquerque they will
bring with them one of the
WAC's finest linebackers in Craig
Bozich.

Bozich has been called the best
player on the BYU squad and is
a definite All-America candidate.
He has started for the Cougars
since the first game of his sophomore year.
Last fall when the Cougars
were routing an opponent, Bozich was switched to fullback. He

Mclanahan, Lenock Highlight
Bowling Tearn's Performance

carried the ball twice, setting a
new stadium record for the longest run from scrimmage on his
second carry,
He was chosen to the first team
all-WAC defensive team last year
when he led his team in defense
statistics:

Cultural Program Committee
and the Albuquerque Pan-Hellenic
Present
Two cool publishers of a protest magazine
Share A Crazy Pad in Frisco Into the pad next door moves a luscious blonde
olympic swimmer
super patriot dum dum
_What she does to that magazine!

You gotta see
SANDY BARON
JOAN McCALL
.
m
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STAR-SPANGLED
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Ask The Sports Guys
By BOB LOWDER and JOHN MOSER-Sports Writers

Champion
InAction

Tickets 5.50, 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50
Students with Activity Cards - Y2 price
Fac./staff $1.00 discount Fri. only
*P.S.- Neil Simon wrote it!

Coach Rusty Mitchell's gymnastics squad tuned up for its
first meet of the season by staging an intrasquad match in Johnson Gym.
The powerful gymnasts open
intercollegiate competition _this
weekend when they journey to

ENGINEERING RESEARCH
With the
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION
VICKSBURG, MISSISSIPPI

i
I

Challenging career opportunities are available for engineers and scientists in the fields of:
-Soil Mechanics
-Hydraulics
-Concrete
-Instrumentation

UNM's defending WAC sidehorse
champion, Tom Galioto, is shown
in action on his specialty during
an intrasquad meet at Johnson
Gym. Coach Rusty Mitchell'SI
gymnasts open their season Friday at the Colorado Invitational
in Ft. Collins.

Mitchell's Gymnasts
Tune Up for Opener
By MIKE PERRY
Sports Editor

Friday, Nov. 22, 23 - 8:15

-Nuclear Weapons Effects
-Environmental Research
-Flexible Pavements
-Mobility and Trafficability

Fort Collins, Colo, for the Colorado Invitational.
Teams Divided
Mitchell divided his team into
two squads composed of freshmen-sophomores and juniors-seniors. The younger members took
the win by a 148.20-126.45 margin, but the results mean little
when fans consider that the
freshman - sophomores had the
edge in personnel-20-16.
Sophomore Stormy Eaton, a
handsome sophomore from Scottsdale, Ariz. had the best individual
performance as he scored 9.3 out
of a possible 10 in the floor exercise. Defending WAC champ Tom
Galioto took the side horse for the
juniors-seniors with a 9.3 performance. Both Eaton and Galioto
were co-captains for their teams.
Hruban Wins
Jim Hruban, a sophomore from
Omaha, Neb., took a close win in
the rings over Dave Carriere, a
senior from Walnut, Calif, Hruban had a 9.15 for his win. Carriere had an excellent performance up to the time of his dismount. He slipped while dismounting, costing him precious points.
He was second with a 9.01 score.
Rich McConnell took the long
horse with an average score of
9.27. But McConnell saved his
best performance for the parallel
bars. He won that event with a
9.35 tally.
Bob Manna, a junior from Skokie, Ill. won the high bar with a
9.30 score.

Applications will be accepted for employment with the WATERWAYS EX PERl MENT STA.T,ION and with any other CORPS OF ENGINEERS Installation throughout the United States
and overseas. See your Pfacemen~ Officer today!
2218 Ceulral S.E.
PIJo11e 505- 242·2018

Gifts, Potter..r,
Htmd-Cmwcl Fur11iture
PfJSlers & Ftiu 'l"bing.~
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Dear Sports Guys: What is a "quarterback sneak?"
D.M.Z.
Dear D: That's when a shifty hotdog vendor shortchanges
you two-bits.
Dear Sports Guys: What is a "high post" in basketball?
LANCE BOYLE
Dear Lance: It's what they nail the backboard on.

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

but managed to finish fourth in
a field of seven teams.
To N.M.M.I.
The Lobo bowling squad will
travel to New Mexico Military Institute at Roswell this Saturday
for the second round of the conference competition.
Although it may not be a widely known fact, the bowling team
is a full-fledged representative of
the school in all intercollegiate
bowling events.
UNM students are reminded
that the lanes located downstairs
in the Union are available for
open bowling and practice at all
times when the lanes are not being used for league bowling or
physical education bowling class-

es. Bowling is 30, cents a line.
Rental shoes and bowling balls
are available.
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Come in end select your Christmas
Cords from our outstanding albums.
Personal attention given every order,
Our store offers the largest selection
of Hallmark Cords in this area.

GRESHAM'S house of Hallmark
350 I Lomas N E

255·4989

Alienation In
Contemporary Society
Presentation and Discussion
By Maurice P. Johnston,
James Q. Barnett and Harry Johns
Aquinas Newman Center
1Bl5 las Lomas N.E.

Wed., Nov. 20
7:30p.m.
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Dear Sports Guys: What is the director of NBC sports
doing after last Sunday?
KENT TELL

Barn Burning Special!

Dear Kent: Authoritative sources report that he is "Heiding."

arnburgers 1oc

Dear Sports Guys: Did the recent Olympic 'sex tests' effect any U.S. athletes?
BEEMARD FEEDMASTER

\SUNDAY

all day
all night

(Central location only)

Dear Beemard: Unfortunately, yes. Rocky "Crusher"
Dombrowski was dropped from the U.S. weight-lifting team
when it was discovered that he was abroad in 1966.

1\. I
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Across from campus

1916 Central SE
Open 11 to 11

Dear Sports Guys: I understand that Lobo sports editor
Mike Perry is an Indian. Is this true?
N.E.TYME

Columbia Recording Artists

r
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Dear N. E.: If you ever saw him do his ceremonial beer
dance at Okie Joe's, you'd know for sure.
Dear Sports Guys: Haven't there been any outstanding
athletes from Poland?
CLARK BARR

Simon and Garfunkel
Presented by ASUNM Popular Entertainment Committee

Dear Clark: Yes. Vladmir Ogorki' entered the Pole vault
during the 1948 Olympics and escaped with 10,000 Zlotys.
He is still at large.
Dear Sports Guys: What is a "red-dog?"
D.W.I.
Dear D.W.I.: It's a canine with Leninist leanings.

TAKE
THE

Representatives of the WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION, Corps of Engineers, Vicksburg, Mississippi, will be on campus Thursday, 21 November 1968, for the purpose of interviewing interested students. Salaties will be discussed at the time of interview. Students with
superior academic ratings can qualify for higher salaries.

"'
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By BOB LOWDER
Sports Writer
The Lobo bowling team turned
in a respectable performance in
the first round of New Mexico
Recreation conference competition
held recently at Eastern New
Mexico University (E.N.M.U.).
McLanahan Leads
The winning UNM women's
team was paced by the consistent
bowling of Prudy McLanahan. She
was the top lady bowler of the
event toppling a total of 931 pins
in five games for an average of
186 per game. Barbara Harper,
Phyllis Isenhower, Cheryl Hartwig, and Gail Miller contributed
steady bowling to assist in topping the ENMU fern keglers.
The Lobo men were led by Larry Lenock who amassed a total
pinfall of 1007 in five games for
an enviable average of 201 per
game. Lenock's performance made
him the outstanding male bowler
of the meet. Scott Cary, George
Maples, Gary Beal and Tom
Pierce rounded out the five man
UNM team.
The men didn't fare as well in
the competition as the women did,

Looking for a parking place 1
Walking after you've found one 1

The Corps of Engineers offers a wide variety of professional engineering work in all
fields of engineering. Training programs provide excellent opportunities for increased
technical knowledge ~swell as early promotions for those who satisfactorily complete
the training.

The Corps of Engineers is an equal opportunity employer.
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Albuquerque Transit Buses cover all parts of the City and
will let you off at several points on Central between
Girard and University. The MEDICAL ARTS route actually cuts across campus; Roma to University to lomas to
. Stanford.
PATRONIZE THE ALBUQUERQUE TRANSIT SYSTEM

SUNDAY
NIGHT

University Arena Nov. 24, 8: IS P.M.
Tickets on Sale Today
At Activities Center Ticket Booth
Next To Popejoy Hall Ticket Office 277-3411 & 3412
Mail Orders Send to SUB C/o Simon & Garfunkel
S.Oo-4.50-4.00
1.00 Student Discount In Each Price

SUNDAY
NIGHT

---

---------------------..............
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Group Will Study ASUNM Constitution

By SHANNON ROBINSON
Staff 'Vriter
The Student Senate Steering
Committee is currently setting

that changes be made · th
structure of t d t
.m
te
"M .,
~ u en . go;er~m~~ .
" OI e Efficient Orgamzatwn
There are certainly areas in
the constitution,'' Dines said yest d
"th t
1 ld
er ay,
a we s IOU look into,
and I'm going to contact all the
executive committee chairmen on
how their committees can be more
efficiently organized." He sa1'd
that the executive branch can also
be reorganized and divided into
two separate branches with a department head for each.
"The sub-committee will be
made up of graduates and undergraduates of all areas of the campus, and will be appointed by our
committee," said Linda Wilson,
chairman of the steering committee. She said the subcommittee
will make suggestions for revisions of the constitution to the
steering committee.
Letters are being sent to all
executive committee chairmen and

up a subcommittee to make recommendations concerning revision of the Constitution of the As· t d
soc1a e Students of UNM.
Th e steering committee will
consider revising the constitution
h
at
T t e request of Student Senate
reasurer, Ron Curry. The request is in accord with Student
Senate President Jim Dines' suggestion in his inaugural address,

Classes Resume
At California U

f'

(Continued from page 1)
mayor as he walked to his car.
"Why don't you people try to
be reasonable?" asked Alioto.
He was greeted with jeers, including chants of "pigs off campus," from the crowd, many of
whom had attended a meeting of
Students for a Democratic Society
a few minutes earlier.
Before his half hour conference
with Smith, Alioto told newsmen
"if it takes the police force to
open state tomorrow, I assume
we should do it."
Alioto Urges Opening
"We can't let a small group of
a couple of hundred stand in the
way of 18,000 students," he said.
In his campus address, Smith
said Monday's emergency session
of the college trustees "was extremely disappointing" because
they "did not discuss the basic
underlying problems of finances
and moral commitments" regarding a black studies program.
Trustees called for resumption
of classes and pledged consideration of the proposed programs at
their regular monthly meeting
next Monday.
The campus closure came a
week after Negro students called
a strike to support several demands, including reinstatement
of Black Panther George Mason
Murray. Murray was suspended
as an Anglish instructor after advocating that Negroes carry guns
on campus to defend themselves
against "racist administrators."

II

'd
a .pres! ents ~f campus organizati~ns requestmg th~y ~ead the
portlo1!S of the conshtutwn that
concern them and make recommendations, Miss Wilson said.
V · ·
oting m Spring
One or two ammendments
might be up for student approval
this fall, however most of the
· ·
revisions
will probably be voted
on next spring, said Miss Wilson.
The steering committee acheduled an open meeting to hear proposals for constitutional changes
on Thursday Dec. 3 in the Activities Center at 7 p.m. Members of
executive committees or any other
students who would like to rec-

"I almost cried"-PAT PAULSEN

see

ommend a constitutional change
should send a delegate with the
written proposal, said Miss Wilson.
---- ----------

Patronize
lobo Advertizers
BLOW YOURSELF UP
TO POSTER SIZE

Get your own Photo poster. Send any Black and White or
Color Photo. Also any newspaper or magatin& photo.
PERFECT POP ART .
A $25.00 Value for
Poster rolled and mailed in sturdy
tube. Original returned undamaged.
Add
for postage and handling
for EACH Item ordered, Add Local
Soles To~. No C.O.D. Send check
cosh or M.t>. To:

soc

STAR SPANGLED
GIRL

PHOTO MAGIC
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10-ski-or-not-to-ski-weekends.
You don't have to know a schuss from a slalom to love a ski weekend. There are
plenty of othe~ fl}n thing~ to do like tramping around the mountains ... racing
toboggans ... ndmg the hfts ... and gangmg up for snowball fights.
And whether
you've been knocking 'em dead on the slopes all day
or n?t, there's always
the ap~es ski stuff ... hot buttered things, log fires,
parttes ... and people
who hke the things you do.
If you're a TWA
50/SO Club member, you fly half-fare in the
U.S. We also arrange
other very reduced rates. You can save plenty in
See below.
places like Aspen and Vail.
Only TWA can take
you to the best skiing in both the U.S. and
Europe. Call your travel
your TWA Campus Rep, or TWA.

~·~
d
upupan aw...J~

242-3701.

POISON RINGS, Tiffany Lnmpshades,
Blncklhthts, Leather Purses, Strobe
Candles, Paver Flowers. The DO TREE,
2218 Central SE. 242·2018,
HELP WANTED
WORKERS WANTED. Uv to $150/week.
Full or part time. David, 243·7242, 1-6
p.m.
LOST
LOST-RING with silver band and "black
diamond" (it's really only hematite)
stone. Has sentimental value, Lost in
Johnson Gl'lll boy'~ restroom. Call anY•
time after 4 p.m. 299-8346.
LOST; Nov. 7, six mo. old white & cara•
mel colored female kitten. Recent scar
on hind paw. Reward. Call 842-5427
after 5 p.m.
PERSONALS
PLAYBOY & NEWSWEEK. College subscription rateJI go up January 1, 1959 by
26%. They make excellent Christmas
gifts at the lower ralea, To pJaee order
simply go by American Bank of Com•
mcrce in the Union.
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Board Retires;
Second Session
Meets Tonight
Student Standards retired this
morning at about 3 a.m. still unabl to resolve the cases of three
UNM students charged with disruption of the University's "educational function."
Standards will reconvene tonight at 5 p.m. to resume deliberation. Last night's 6 hour session in the Kiva was followed by
over two hours of deliberation by
the board.
A crowd of spectators numbering in the hundreds heard presentation of charges and supporting testimony by the University
and Vice-President for Student
Affairs Harold Lavender, three
NROTC program officers, and one
midshipman. Defense for the
three students presented a midshipman, an eyewitness student,
and the three defendents to testify that there had been no substantive disruption.
Lavender explained that only
Wright, Cooper, and Russell had
been charged, despite photographs
of the event furnished him by the
Navy and a complicity statement
signed by about 70 students, because they were the "only ones
identifiable." University counsel
William Sloan charged that the
statement was "hearsay, irrelevant, and opinion."
Captain Kenneth Brown, professor of Naval Science, testified
under cross-examination t h a t
Cooper was "very evident as an
organizer of the demonstration."
Brown testified that he regarded
the Navy physical training tests
as both a military requirement
and an academic activity.
ASUNM Senator Steve van
Dresser asked Brown if he wished
to deny an earlier conversation
to three students in which he said
the physical tests were not an
academic function. Brown said he
could not deny the statement. He
said, "I've thought and said many
things," and might have cbanged
his mind.
Marine Lt. Col. Buynak said
Cooper might be considered more
of a leader than the rest of the
demonstrators. He said he observed Cooper ask a group of 15
to 20 students, "Why do we need
ROTC on campus?"
Buynak said he told Wright,
"Manny why don't you get off
the field?" Wright interjected,
"You said 'Get the hell off the
field!'"
Defense counsel William MeKinnon pursued a line of questioning o:f Brown designed "to

determine what bias, if any, you
might have had toward Cooper,"
he said.
Brown said he had authorized
an investigation of Cooper by an
agency which he refusd to name.
He also refused to reveal any findings of the investigation. Greenhut them ruled that McKinnon
could not question Brown further
about his investigation. Greenhut
also ruled that Brown "can answer whatever questions he may
choose."
Brown explained that he had
only authorized investigations of
"those who threatened ROTCfor example, activists on campus."
He said these were several, but
did not name any others.
All three defendants denied
leadership of the demonstration
and said it was not premeditated
beyond the planned silent vigil.

Lobo Photo by Tony Louderbough

Student Standards

Second semester will find graduate schools harder hit by the
draft than they were first semester, a recent college Press Se1·vice
(CPS) report said.
Graduate schools did not have
the 70 per cent reduction in enrollment they were expecting at
the beginning of first semester
CPS said. "Some universities had
accepted more graduate students
than they had room for, expecting
many of them to be taken by the
draft," the report said.
CPS said the universities now
face money and housing shortages
because they have too many students. "Twenty-five to 50 pe1· cent
of the students who expected to be
drafted returned to graduate
school.''

Seated left to right at the Student Standards Board meeting held
last night are: Harold Lavender, Vice-President for Student Affairs,
defense lawyer Bill McKinnon, demonstrators Allen Cooper and Larry
Russell, defense attorney Alfred McRae, demonstrator Manuel Wright,
and student senator Steve van Dresser.

Position Open After Thanksgiving

Senate Allocates Draft Adviser Funds
By JOY HART
Staff Writer
Student Senate last night allocated funds for a draft counselor at UNM.
Applications will be taken for
the position after Thanksgiving,
and a counselor will be hired for a
two month trial period beginning
Monday, Dec. 2, and ending March
6.
The counselor will be paid $100
a month, and he will be expected
to have office hours fifteen hours
a week. Senator Lee Pittard explained, "If the counselor worked
three hours a day and spent 15
minutes with each student, he
could see 12 persons each day."
One Abstention
The bill passed with one abstention. Senator Mike Gortney, chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, abstained from voting
after explaining that student government had only $2800 for operating expenses for the rest of
the year.
Earlier, an amendment was
made by Senator Leonard De Layo
to cut the funds for the proposal
:from $250 to $150 providing a $50
monthly salary. The change would
have meant that the counselor

would have been available for 30
hours a month instead of 60
hours.
The amendment was defeated.
Calvani said that he felt the larger salary would have to be provided to acquire a qualified and
objective counselor.
Financial Situation
Passage of the bill came after
much discussion about the associated students financial situation.
Gortney explained that if the Senate keeps allocating funds at its
present rate, a serious money
shortage may develop before the
year ends.
Senator Lee Pittard replied,
"If we need to pinch, let's pinch
somewhere else." He explained
that he felt the draft counseling
service would benefit a large percentage of the student body.
Senator Tony Olmi suggested
that "a re-evaluation of where
we've spent our money" may be
necessary.
Only three students have turned
in applications for the ten Senate
positions which are up for re-election in December.
A new NSA co-ordinator will
also be elected on December 13,

Draft Affects Graduates

Aspen-Aspen Hlgh!ahdS-Lifts-lselln Ski School-Lessons-Brown Ice Palace-Skating and HockeyThe Red On~on-Meats-The Mountain Shop-Ski Rental
YaH -Vail Associates-Lifts and Lassons-Gorsuch Ltd.-Ski Rental-Red lion-Meals
Coupon booklels available at the TWA.counter, Denver airport, upon presentation of TWA 50/50 Club Card.
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U Studies Interrupted

-,.----S=ERVICES
TYPING In mY home' ln.;pensive]y nnd
accurately and quickly, Cal 898-0683. Al!!o
piek-np and delivery Mnlice of material
to camptllj aren. only.
TUTORING lN FRENCH. Masters & exPerience In eollege teaching. Near ollm•
pu~. 265·9136.
TRANSPORTATON
FLY TO CHICAGO for Xmas with confirmed r~ervations. $28 off regular round
trip fare. Call before li'l'fd.tiy, s, C. Har•
per, 247•2676.

<

3x4 Ft.•$7.50

Frame for 2x3 Ft. Poster only $3.50

Dealer i

FOR RENT
FURNISHED, 1 bdrm. Apts. 565 a month
includes utilities. One block from UNM.
See at 400 Asb NE No. 4, or call 2433667.
FOUR SEASONS Al'TS. 2 bdrm w/ fire
place. Available Dec. 1. Call 242-0148.
FOR SALE
BEAUTIFUL eustom made hand crocheted SLIPPERS. Keep ;;our feet warm
while relaxing and studying. They make
lovely Xmas gifts. Call 898-0683.
'67 CHEVROLET SUPER SPORT. P/
steering & air. Inquire at 1605 Grand
NE or call 242-2000.
SPOKE WHEEL HUBCAPS (four) fm•
13" wheel. Hair price, like new. Call
242-6726 after 6 p.m.
68 RENAULT R-10, 17,925 actual mll€3
AM-FM-SW radio, ike new condition, ao!
36 mile:J Per gallon, excellent tires. Have
company oar, must sell. Call 344-1261.
FOR SALE comvlete set Encycoledia Brittaniea, 1967 Edition with 68 & 69 supplement (new). $376. cash. Call after li p.m.
842-8919

2x3 Ft-saso

210 E. 23rd St., Dept. C-100 New York, N.Y. 10010

Want Ads

..,J

Any student interested in working on this sub-committee should
fill out a student government application and submit the form to
Mrs. Pickett, student government
secretary, before December 2.

- -··

"Universities will feel the loss
of graduate students second semester, when all graduate students who have received draft
notices first semester are inducted the report said. If they received a draft notice first semester, they are being allowed to
finish first semester," CPS said.
The report said that graduate
schools which have felt the decline in numbers among students,
report their greatest losses in
professional schools. They have
reported drops in e n r o 11 m e 11 t
ranging from one to 20 per cent.
"Despite the apparent optimism that has been bred due to
the past few month's lower draft
calls, deans of some of the lead-

ing schools in the nation are
worrying" CPS said.
The deans feel they may have
lost their leverage point in lob·
hying to end the war CPS said.
Press coverage that graduate
schools have not been hurt by
draft calls has Jed many to believe that the new administration
will not listen to the dearts when
they say their schools have indeed been hurt by decreasing
graduate enrollment, the report
said.
Several schools that have graduate students facing induction
will allow the students to return
and pick up their education where
the draft interrupted it, C P S
said.

and applications are being taken
for this position.
Petition Deadline
The deadline for petitions is
F1·iday, November 29.
Petitions may be obtained from
the student government office in
the Union. A senate nominating
petition must contain 75 signa-

tures, and a NSA co-ordinator
petition 100.
In other action, the senate allocated $400 to help send three
UNM law students to New Yorli"""'
City next month to represent the
Rocky Mountain Region in the national finals of the Moot Court
competition.

Police File Charges
Against Nude Co-Eds
MADISON, Wis. (UPI)-One
complaint was dropped, but two
new ones were signed Wednesday
in the case against the University
of Wisconsin's version of the play
"Peter Pan" that featured nude
coeds.
The complaints were signed by
Police Chief Wilbur Emery and
Dane County Deputy Sheriff David Niemann.
Roger Matt, a former state
senate journal clerlc, filed the original complaint against Stuart
A. Gordon, 21, a senior student
from Chicago and producer of the
parody of James M. Barrie's
classic children's tale.
Mott said he withdrew the complaint because of "the abuse I've
ben taking from people since I
signed it."
Gordon and Carolyn Ann Purdy, 21, a coed from Janesville,
were charged with violation of the
state's obscenity law. Authorities
were still trying to find out the
identity of a second girl who
allegedly danced naked in the
play.
The girls, who were to represent innocence, danced one of the
~lay's sequences last Sept. 30 in
a special showing for Boll and
Emery. Boll declared the play
obscene and ordered it not to go
on again.
However, Boll's ruling was defied and it was staged twice on
Oct. 1 to capacity audiences.
"The U.S. Supreme Court says
that in enforcing obscenity cases
we havE' to rely on community
standards," Boll said. "Our point
is that we want a jury to determine what community standards

are in obscenity cases so we can
enforce them in the future."
Boll said neither Emery nor
Neimann saw the "outlaw" versions, but signed the complaints
on the basis of Gordon's alleged
admission that the same plays
were performed as the one Boll
and Emery saw.

Campus Crime
UNM police reported that no
leads have turned up concerning
an apparent practical poker in
Onate Hall.
A "cloud of smoke" reported
Sunday afternoon by an Onate
Hall resident turned out to be
'tear gas, ·POlice reports said.
University police, checking out
two calls at 4:30p.m. from Onate
residents about the smoke found
noxious fumes in a first floor
meeting room and one restroom;,>4
City firemen, responding to a
call from UNM security officer
Jack Cairns, took a heavy-duty
fan into the building to help clear
the fumes. The gas had spread
through the first floor halls by
4: 45 p.m. The firemen left 50
minutes later.
UNM officer William Trotter
said that the tear gas was apparently a practical joke. No one
was apprehended. The gas was
a type used in tear gas "pens."
Tear gas can be purchased by
almost anyone in town," Trotter
said.

